INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
The Faculty Resource Center, Audio/Visual Solutions, and Emerging Technology and Accessibility provide support and consultation services for instructional technology tools to faculty at The University of Alabama. We’re located in Gordon Palmer Hall on Hackberry Lane. Our main office is on the second floor, room A203, and most of our workshops are held in A232. We look forward to meeting you, and supporting the instructional technology you use to enhance teaching and learning at The University of Alabama.

QUALTRICS
Check out our free survey tool available to all UA students, faculty and staff. Get started at universityofalabama.qualtrics.com

PEOPLE.UA.EDU
We offer an easy 3-step process to create websites for UA faculty. Select a theme, select a workshop, submit a request. We look forward to working with you.

BLACKBOARD
Use UA’s learning management system to access all supported and integrated instructional technology tools. Access Blackboard on myBama or ualearn.blackboard.com

FACULTY RESOURCE CENTER
To enhance teaching and learning, the FRC provides faculty development and support for instructional technologies such as Blackboard learning management system, Tegrity lecture capture, UA Box cloud storage and collaboration, TurningPoint polling with clickers, Turnitin online paper grading, plagiarism prevention and peer review, as well as BlackBoard Collaborate webinar and real-time instructional communications. The FRC offers both in-person and online workshops to assist faculty with their use of supported instructional technologies. Visit frc.ua.edu to register for a workshop, or contact us at 348-3532 or frc@ua.edu for more information.

AUDIO/VISUAL SOLUTIONS
AVS provides support, consultation, design, installation, operation and maintenance on a variety of audio/visual resources, including multimedia-enabled classrooms and conference rooms, digital signage, audio and projection systems for events, public address system for emergency announcements, and portable equipment available for short-term rental. Contact AVS at 348-3453 or avsolutions@ua.edu for assistance or to schedule training.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY & ACCESSIBILITY
ETA is leading the UA technology accessibility initiative to meet the needs of all users, including persons with disabilities. ETA helps evaluate and explore new instructional technology tools and services. ETA provides accessibility reviews and reports on websites and course materials. ETA can also assist in captioning projects, and provide consultation in emerging technology. Learn more at accessibility.ua.edu, and contact us at 348-0216 or accessibility@ua.edu.